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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Today expect a gentle breeze from the east in the central Gulf while moderate breezes from the southeast will dominate the 
western Gulf. Seas are also expected to be slight throughout today. Moving into Wednesday, winds are expected to pick up 
quickly becoming strong in the western Gulf and fresh in the central Gulf by Wednesday morning. Wednesday morning a cold 
front is forecast to push off the Texas coast into the Gulf bringing strong breezes from the northwest. Along with this change 
in wind speed and direction will be a change in seas with wave heights becoming moderate ranging from 5 to 8 feet on 
Wednesday. Elevated chances for thunderstorms can also be expected from the frontal passage.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

As the cold front continues passing through the Gulf into Thursday, winds and seas are forecast to remain elevated across the
entire Gulf until the weekend. Even after the front passes, winds are expected to persist from the west-northwest 
strengthening to a near-gale breeze possibly becoming gale force at times moving into Thursday all the way through Friday. As 
a result, seas are forecast to be rough across most of the Gulf later this week, possibly becoming very rough in some parts of 
the north central Gulf. Moving into the weekend winds and seas should weaken with winds returning to a westerly fresh 
breeze turning to become northerly due to high pressure building in the western Gulf at this time. This high pressure will 
cause winds in the western Gulf to become a gentle variable breeze. Seas are expected to follow suit becoming moderate. 
Chances for thunderstorms are forecast to follow the front eastward across the Gulf until the weekend when that high 
pressure clears out most storms. Daily chances for showers will remain possible at that time. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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